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ABSTRACT

Recently, unsupervised approaches were introduced to analyze the structure of TV programs, relying on the discovery of repeated elements within a program or across multiple episodes of the same program. These methods can discover key repeating elements, such as jingles and separators, however they cannot infer the entire structure of a program. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical use of grammatical inference to yield a temporal grammar of a program from a collection of episodes, discovering both the vocabulary of the grammar and the temporal organization of the words from the vocabulary. Using a set of basic event detectors and simple filtering techniques to detect repeating elements of interest, a symbolic representation of each episode is derived based on minimal domain knowledge. Grammatical inference based on multiple sequence alignment is then used in a hierarchical manner to provide a temporal grammar of the program at various levels of details. Experimental validation is performed on 3 distinct types of programs on 4 datasets. Qualitative analyses show that the grammars inferred at the different levels of the hierarchy are relevant and can be obtained from a fairly limited number of episodes.

Index Terms—TV program structuring, hierarchical structural grammar, symbolic representation, multiple sequence alignment, unsupervised and multimodal approach

1. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has seen a rapid increase in multimedia content and large scale audiovisual archives are available for users and content providers. For instance, the French National Audiovisual Institute, a repository of French radio and television audiovisual archives, has more than five million hours of radio and television programs stored. However, such collections are useless in practice if they are not de-
ing techniques for TV program structuring. Section 3 explains the overall method and details each step of structural grammar inference for unsupervised TV program structuring. Experimental evaluations are reported in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

TV program structuring has been extensively studied. Existing approaches can be classified in two categories, according to whether prior knowledge of structural elements is incorporated in program structuring or not.

Most previous studies on TV program structuring focused on the case where information on the structure is available as prior knowledge. Resorting on prior knowledge of the structure, research has targeted either on entire structure of the program (e.g., [2], [3]) by leveraging structure models learned from annotated data, or on typical structure elements (e.g., [4], [5]) by considering their inherent properties across diverse types of programs. Hidden Markov models have been widely used in the first case [6], [7], while event detection has been applied to both cases. Most of these approaches are however supervised as they rely on the prior knowledge of the structure. They depend on genre of the program or type of the structural element.

As an alternative, another category of very recent approaches structures programs without prior knowledge of the structure. As not knowing the constituting structural elements, the structure of the program is discovered by means of event repetitiveness (e.g., visual recurrence [8] and audio recurrence [9]), sequential model [1], frequent pattern [10] or audiovisual consistency [11]. All these approaches are used for recovering the underlying structure of a program. The approaches of this category try to skirt supervised techniques and adopt minimal prior knowledge in order to preform unsupervised program structuring.

Work reported in this paper follows the last path and attempts at discovering the structural elements from a collection of episodes, along with a model for their sequential nature, thus targeting structure completeness and program type diversity.

3. HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURAL GRAMMAR INFERENCE

In this paper, we address the problem of inferring a hierarchical structural grammar for recurrent TV programs from a collection of episodes of the same program based on minimal prior knowledge. To avoid any confusion, we propose to use the term program to refer to a recurrent TV program and episode to refer to an exemplar of the program. A structural grammar consists of the set of structural elements composing each episode, and their temporal order. For example, reports and anchorperson’s announcements are structural elements for a news program, on top of which a temporal model with occurrence probabilities can be built to form a structural grammar. To achieve the temporal model discovery, symbolic representation of structural elements is proposed for grammatical inference. Especially, in the absence of prior knowledge of which structural elements compose the program, we adopt the property of event recurrence across all episodes to determine the structural elements, represented as symbols, in an almost unsupervised manner. A structural grammar can then be inferred by multiple sequence alignment techniques.

We propose a three step approach as illustrated in Figure 1. Firstly, a set of broad scope events are detected within each episode by a number of audiovisual detectors. These events might be of interest as potential structural elements. In the second step, we assess the set of events detected along two lines. Role recognition is to identify the important persons of each episode, while density estimation is used to find events which recurrently occur at about the same instant in each episode. These two strategies are further used to assess repeatability of structural elements so as to help in deriving a symbolic representation by adopting minimal domain knowledge. Finally, we infer the hierarchical structural grammar of the program by leveraging multiple sequence alignment techniques, where a top-down and sectional-aligned architecture is adopted.

In the following subsections, we will detail each step of our approach.

3.1. Multimodal detection of broad scope events

In order to detect general purpose events which serve for discovering generic enough structural elements for different types of shows, a large number of event detectors should be adopted. Practically, considering a trade-off between the type of programs, the complexity at run time and implementation, a number of key detectors are applied.

Five visual detectors described in [1] were applied. Shot detector and dissolve detector are utilized to detect shots. A monochrome image detector is used for detecting the most evident separators. Person clustering classifies people appearing in each episode into different groups, and shot reverse shot detector is applied based on person clusters. Shot reverse shot depicts shots alternating between two characters facing one another, which are usually engaged in dialog scene or some face to face interaction.

In this paper, four detectors are added to improve the completeness of program structure, where text detector and motion activity detector are based on visual content, and speech/music/silence detector and audio recurrence detector are based on audio content. Text detector aims at detecting and localizing text-like regions in images. Motion activity estimation is often associated with text region localization to detect still text scene. We adopt a block matching algorithm [12] to estimate the motion activity in current frame with respect to the previous frame of a video. Speech/music/silence detector allows evidently to identify different types of audio sequences. Music might refer to songs, jingles, etc. Evident silences might appear in commercials segments, (before or after) separators, etc. Outlines for a program, i.e., a brief summary of the main points of a show, are mostly found when speech and music appear at the same time. Speech/music/silence detector is performed by the implementation described in [13]. Audio recurrence detector, based on the MODIS software [14], aims at detecting identical audio sequences, which allows to detect separators as they repeat within or among different episodes of a program.
3.2. Determination of structural elements

A considerable amount of events are detected in the first step, but they are not all relevant to the structure of recurrent programs. For example, a sequence of monochrome images connecting two parts of a game show is a separator while it can also be found in a night scene. In order to remove the spurious structural elements, this step addresses the determination of valid structural elements for the structure of a program, from which a symbolic representation of episodes is obtained. Determination of structural elements implements two complementary strategies: role recognition and density filtering.

Role recognition is adopted to further characterize the outcome of person clustering and identify important persons. We mostly focus here on the conductor, or anchor, role which is clearly a strong cue with respect to structure. Five different features are defined to characterize each person cluster, viz.: total duration of appearance; total number of distinct appearances, i.e., number of non consecutive segments; duration of the longest segment in which the person appears; time range between the first and last occurrence; duration in which the speaker is engaged in a dialog. To account for varying episodes and program lengths, all five metrics are scaled to [0, 1]. Decision on the dominant person is made based on the sum of the five normalized metrics. The cluster for which the sum is maximal is identified as the dominant person, as a dominant person is assumed to idealistically take significant time of an episode.

Following the role recognition, density filtering is to analyze the temporal distribution of the events which repeat with relative temporal stability across episodes, i.e., valid structural elements. For instance, repeated short audio sequences with similar temporal position across episodes are considered as separators, while a long duration shot containing the dominant person at the beginning of a program is the conductor’s opening. As a result of structural elements determination, symbolic representation is derived. Each element is represented as an alphabet symbol, while each episode of a program can then be represented as a time-ordered sequence of symbols. The temporal stability of recurrent TV program structure results in similar symbolic sequences across episodes. However, slight differences still exist among different episodes. In order to infer a structural grammar for the program from such sequences, we adopt multiple sequence alignment techniques to discover the common pattern across symbolic sequences. Multiple sequence alignment techniques allow to align the symbolic sequences in the way that alphabet symbols, i.e., valid structural elements, in a given position are homologous, superposable or play a common functional role. We adopt the ClustalW algorithm explained in [16] as multiple sequence alignment tool. The process of grammar inference from a symbolic representation is illustrated in Figure 3 with three episodes. Symbols, i.e., SGCDYE, represent the valid structural elements that are identified. We mark that the alphabet letter for each structural element is chosen manually. A graphical representation of the resulting grammar is obtained using WebLogo [17]. A stack of symbols is used to illustrate each position in the grammar: The height of objects within the stack indicates the relative frequency of each symbol while the stack width is proportional to the fraction of valid symbols in that position.

Comparing with the induced structural grammars in [1] which are relatively concise, more complete structural grammars are in this paper inferred, since multimodal event detectors are applied to programs. Increased structural completeness and complexity leads evidently to more ambiguities for structural grammars in the process of multiple sequence alignment. To reduce the grammar ambiguity and infer grammars at different granularity, we propose hierarchical structural grammar inference with a top-down and sectional-aligned architecture. Firstly, separators are determined by filtering recurrent events whose durations are significantly short as well as adopting prior knowledge of most common separators, such as monochrome images and repeated audiovisual sequence. Based on separator determination, a coarse-grain grammar is obtained with only separators and chapters, i.e., video segments between two separators, whose

$$f(x; h) = \frac{1}{nh^d} \sum_{i=1}^{n} K\left(\frac{x - x_i}{h}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Fig. 4. A top-down and sectional-aligned architecture for hierarchical structural grammar inference

structural grammar is to be discovered. Secondly, the structural grammar of each chapter is inferred by leveraging the basic grammar inference explained in the previous paragraph, and a fine-grain structural grammar can be obtained. Moreover, we can still infer a grammar for each detected structural element if it can be decomposed into parts of different elements. Thus a finer-grain structural grammar can be obtained. The top-down and sectional-aligned architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. A program is firstly decomposed only into separators represented by $S_i$ and chapters represented by $C_i$. The grammars of each chapters are then inferred: The grammar of chapter $C_i$ is composed of two structural elements $A$ and $B$; the grammars of $C_2$, $C_3$ and $C_4$ are also obtained. The structural elements are represented by different alphabet letters, i.e., $ABC\ldots$, where $P$ stands for the entire program. At last, we can go deeper to discover the grammars of structural elements if any. For example, structural element $C$ can be decomposed into alternation of elements $M$ and $N$, therefore a detailed grammar can be inferred.

In short, a program is decomposed from coarse elements to greater details, i.e., top-down approach, and during each step of decomposition, grammars of different levels of elements are inferred, i.e., sectional-aligned approach. The sectional-aligned grammar inference replaces aligning long sequences of entire programs by aligning short sequences of certain segments of a program, which obtains a more deterministic structural grammars. Besides, grammars at different granularity from coarse grain to fine grain can be obtained at the same time.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are conducted on four recurrent programs from three different types, viz., game, news and magazine. We firstly demonstrate structural element determination. Then the qualitative analysis of inferred grammar is performed by varying the number of episodes used for grammar inference.

4.1. Dataset description

Four different programs, with 24 episodes each, are used for inference and evaluation, as given in Table 1. 20h News (NEWS), a daily news show of 2007, follows a very standard pattern for such programs. Two programs of type magazine, Telematino (MAGS) and Thalassa (MAGM), were taken with episodes selected from 1989 and 1997. MAGM is a morning program proposing news and topics (MAGS), were taken with episodes selected from 1989 and 1997. MAGM is a morning program proposing news and topics, whereas MAGS is a magazine about sea stories, where a conductor leads the show which is composed of reports and discussions. *Que le meilleur gagne* (GAME) is a game show whose episodes were taken over two years (1991 and 1992). It has four parts divided by separators. The program, hosted by a conductor, mainly contains interview scenes and question/answer scenes with full text segments. While the same conductor appears in all the episode of GAME, more than two distinct conductors can be found for NEWS, MAGM and MAGS.

4.2. Performance of structural elements determination

A number of structural elements were determined from a scope of recurrent events with minimal prior knowledge. Different types of structural elements are presented in Table 2, where the corresponding event detectors of each structural element are listed. Specifically, if an event detector contribute to identifying a specific structure element, it is marked as “yes” or with its corresponding detected results. As described in previous sections, density filtering is applied to find the recurrent elements across episodes. Some structural elements are determined by a sole event detector such as dialogs, music/songs or separators for NEWS, MAGS and GAME since each of them have identical separators, while we denote different separators of MAGM as $S,V,F,H,G,I,K$ because of diversity of its separators. The separators are found in different clusters of repeated audio sequences. We mark that although separators for both MAGS and MAGM are detected by audio recurrence, the difference is that the separators of MAGS belong to the same recurrent audio class while the separators of MAGM are found in different recurrent audio classes. For further discovery, based on the hierarchical method described in section 3.3, the chapters are then structured and finer-grain grammars are inferred. For NEWS, illustrated in Figure 5(a), after determining the separators, we then determine the outlines. The segment after outlines, accounting for most time of the program, is

| Table 1. Description of the datasets used for evaluation |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Dataset | Date | Episodes | Type | Average duration |
| GAME | 1991 - 1992 | 24 | Game | 31.9 m |
| NEWS | 2007 | 24 | TV news | 37.9 m |
| MAGS | 1997 | 24 | Magazine | 57.7 m |
| MAGM | 1989 | 24 | Magazine | 61.9 m |

4.3. Hierarchical structural grammar inference

The inferred grammars are illustrated in Figure 5 for the four programs. Separators are firstly determined, and the coarse-grain grammars with separators and chapters are obtained. Chapter is represented as $N$, whose structural grammar is to be inferred. We denote separator as $S$ for NEWS, MAGS and GAME since each of them have identical separators, while we denote different separators of MAGM as $S,V,F,H,G,I,K$ because of diversity of its separators: The separators are found in different clusters of repeated audio sequences. We mark that although separators for both MAGS and MAGM are detected by audio recurrence, the difference is that the separators of MAGS belong to the same recurrent audio class while the separators of MAGM are found in different recurrent audio classes. For further discovery, based on the hierarchical method described in section 3.3, the chapters are then structured and finer-grain grammars are inferred. For NEWS, illustrated in Figure 5(a), after determining the separators, we then determine the outlines. The segment after outlines, accounting for most time of the program, is
considered as news content. Based on anchorperson prediction, news content can then be divided into alternating patterns and anchorperson’s introduction and news report, resp. denoted as $A$ and $R$. As the number of reports varies across news episodes, we use just one occurrence to represent the repeated alternation. For GAME in Figure 5(b), besides separators, dominant person (i.e., monologues of the conductor) and dialogs are the valid structural elements, resp. denoted as $A$ and $D$. The segments in the second level of the grammar, denoted as $N$, can be further determined for different episodes, as dialogs or/and full screen text denoted as $E$. From the grammars, the main syntax of GAME can be explained as: the game starts with an introduction (separator) followed by a dialog (between the anchor and the participants). We then have an alternation of person interacting (dialogs) and game phases (full screen texts), or one of them. For MAGS, illustrated in 5(c), selected symbols are based on dominant person’s monologue and dialog segments, yielding a relatively deterministic grammar. A continuous segment with long duration, denoted as $N$, is considered as a report while $A$ and $D$ represent anchorperson’s monologue and dialog respectively. For MAGS, the grammars are in Figure 5(d), where anchorperson’s opening, music, dialog, monologue, full screen text and commercials are determined structural elements, resp. denoted as $A$, $M$, $D$, $L$, $E$ and $P$. MAGM is divided into many chapters by separators, and content of each chapter varies a lot. The inferred grammars of different granularity represent the structures of different levels of details.

In order to analyze the stability of grammars inferred, i.e., quantity of determined structural elements and their temporal stability, we vary the number of episodes used to infer the grammars. 6, 12, 18 and 24 episodes are chosen respectively to infer grammars for each program and the results are illustrated in Figure 6. We observe that with less episodes we could have more separators detected. Typically, in Figure 6(d), the grammar of MAGM inferred by 6 episodes has 8 separators, while 6 for 12 episodes and 5 for 18 and 24 episodes. This can be explained by the fact that separators are very short audio or visual sequences easily drowned in a large number of episodes. The same phenomenon can be found in grammars of GAME in Figure 6(b), the proportion of separators reduces when the number of episodes increases. This result shows that a small collection of episodes usually results in a high recall of separator detection. On the contrary, the numbers of detected structural elements tend to be stable along with the augmentation of the number of episodes, and the grammars converge, as shown in Figure 6(a), 6(b), 6(c). For MAGM in Figure 6(d), grammar stability is less evident, for the structure is more complex than others. However, the grammars stay relatively stable for those two inferred by 18 and 24 episodes. In order to infer a complete grammar which is generic enough to represent the structure of the program, these two phenomena hint that we may vary the number of episodes used to infer the grammar according to the wanted granularity. A small quantity of episodes, like 6 episodes, is sufficient for a coarse-grain grammar with only separators and chapters. For inferring a finer-grain grammar, the appropriate quantity of episodes is the number for which the grammar of program tend to converge. For instance, 6 episodes for GAME, 12 episodes for both NEWS and MAGS and 18 episodes for MAGM.

5. CONCLUSION

The structure discovery work described in this paper shows that a hierarchical structural grammar inference can efficiently yield an overview model for program structure. Moreover, the symbolic representation can serve for grammar inference for recurrent programs from a collection of episodes, with almost no supervision and no specific training data. In this work, a broad scope of event detectors of multimodality are firstly applied, followed by structural elements determination with minimal prior knowledge by exploiting role recognition and recurrence across episodes. A top-down and sectional-aligned architecture is then designed for grammatical inference to obtain hierarchical structural grammar at different granularity with minimal ambiguities. The event detection and selection techniques used are generic enough to be useful for a large variety of programs. The generalization of our approach lies in automatic discovery of the structure of recurrent TV programs. Experimental evaluation on four datasets of three types of programs shows that the grammar of program brings a final layer of structure of the program. By varying the number of episodes used for grammatical inference, a more relevant structure can be obtained for different granularity. Once the grammars of a program is obtained, the grammatical model can be utilized to structure additional episodes from the same program.
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Fig. 5. Grammars inferred using 12 episodes for resp. NEWS, GAME, MAGS and MAGM, each of which are coarse-grained to fine-grained grammar from top to down.

Fig. 6. Grammars for resp. NEWS, GAME, MAGS and MAGM. From top to down of each, the grammars are inferred using resp. 6, 12, 18 and 24 episodes.


